What's new?

- Added auto power off feature for receiver. The receiver will power off automatically if disconnected from transmitter for more than 30 minutes.
- Added LED off option for transmitter. Go to TX Settings > LED Brightness > Off to turn off the transmitter LED and reduce the light affect during recording.
- Fixed issue: transmitter audio data was occasionally lost when recording for a long time.

Notes:

- When the firmware is updated, the settings of DJI Mic will be restored to default.
- If the firmware fails to update, restart the transmitter and receiver and try again. Contact DJI Support if the firmware update fails again.
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What’s new?

• Added Transmitter Settings for receiver include REC Stop Lock, Auto Record, and LED Brightness.
  
  REC Stop Lock is off by default. If REC Stop Lock is on, the user cannot stop recording when pressing the REC button to avoid unexpected operation.
  
  Auto Record is off by default. When Auto record is enabled, the transmitter will automatically start internal recording when powering on.
  
  LED Brightness allows the user to set the brightness of the LEDs of the transmitter.

• Fixed some bugs.

Notes:

• When the firmware is updated, the settings of DJI Mic will be restored to default.

• If the firmware fails to update, restart the transmitter and receiver and try again. Contact DJI Support if the firmware update fails again.